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Canadian Forest Service: a
century of wildfire
research
- Currently: over 40 fire research staff over 7
regional centres; by far the largest wildfire
research group in Canada
- Canadian Fire Weather Index system used in
countries across the world
- Active in multilateral bodies: CEC (forest
mapping, Arctic Council (fire mapping and
ecology, N. Am. Forestry Com., IUFRO,
UNDRR (fire risk), UNFCCC (fire emissions)
European Space Agency, World
Meteorological Org (fire smoke)
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Laurent et al 2019, Biogeosciences
https://doi.org/10.5194/bg-16-275-2019
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Sci & Tech

• AUS has strong history and current
investment in fire S&T
• AUS fire staff assisted in BC in 2017 and
2018 (opposite fire seasons)
• Unknown: is this the new normal?

Adaptation

Australia
Issue

• Record-breaking fire season in 2019/20
• Loss of higher-elevation wetter
temperature forest
• Lightning-caused fires primarily
• Lethal fire behaviour

• Multilateral resource exchange (mostly
professional IMT staff) with pre-existing
agreements (GoC-level via CIFFC)
• Society-level shift towards hardened
communities in least vulnerable areas
• Re-examining volunteer-based response

twitter.com/FFMVic_Chief/status/1231334910104764417
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Sci & Tech

• 2017 Port Hills fire in Christchurch fire
emblematic of shifting fire regime
• Was still in recovery phase of 2011
earthquake (2016 quake nearby)

• NZ uses Canadian Fire Weather System
for public warning and agency
preparedness (mostly volunteer).
• Prometheus fire growth model
• Unknown: fire spread in invasives

Adaptation

Issue

New Zealand

• Shifting response from hours (rural
grass fires) to drought and wind-driven
fires over multiple days.
• More full-time profession fire response
(incl advanced tools i.e. Prometheus)

CC Licence Ross Younger; https://www.flickr.com/photos/crazyscot/32759624452/
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Indonesia
Issue

• 1997 El Nino fires first hit the media
• Mega-rice project leads to tropical peatland
drainage and land-clearing fires (all humancaused)
• 25-50cm of tropical peat burned, 10-20% of
total depth (Page et al., 2002;

ROSA PANGGABEAN/ANTARA FOTO/REUTERS

Adaptation

Sci & Tech

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature01131)

• CFS helped establish Fire Weather Index and
associated IT systems in early 2000s and
continues with followup
• Worldwide scientific contributions to peatland
drainage science, smoke
•
•
•
•

Land tenure (incl GIS)
Parks and protected areas management
Incentivizing peatland restoration
Unknowns: staying power of ongoing
restoration efforts
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Europe
Issue
Sci & Tech
Adaptation

• Large fires with fatalities in Portugal,
Greece
• Accelerating fire regime in Scandanavia
• Smoke from large fires in Russia
• Canadian Fire Weather Index system used
for EU-wide planning, operations in some
areas
• Cdn Prometheus model in use in France
and trials in other jurisdictions
• Building a strong community of sciencebased fire managers: Pau Costa Foundation
and EU Pyrolife Initiative
• Unknown: the place of wildfire as a priority
vs other natural hazards (flood, extreme
heat, pandemic). Integrated preparedness.

July 2018: 108 killed
as fire spread during
124 km/h winds in
Attica region.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-07-25/people-seek-respite-atbeach-from-wildfires/10033212
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S. Africa
Issue
Sci & Tech
Adaptation

Fire near Table Mountain, SA, March 15 2020

• Primarily human-caused fires in the
Mediterranean Cape Town area; spring fires
further north
• Climate change, invasive species
• Unknowns: decrease in biomass w/ climate
change?
• Recent modernization of wildfire
management capacity: Wildland Engines,
helicopters, updated weather forecasting

https://twitter.com/TableMountainNP/status/1239227350967095296/photo/1

• Synergy of public employment scheme to
satisfy societal and environmental needs.
Echoes of New Deal era.
• NRCan (on behalf of GoC) holds agreement
with GoSA for mutual aid: 2016&2019
workingonfire.org/working-on-fire-team-returns-after-a-successful-deployment-to-canada/
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Sci & Tech

• Deforestation and fire activity monitoring
by satellite support on the ground
compliance measures
• Adapting existing science to new
ecosystems: looking for similarities

Adaptation

S. America
Issue

• Few natural fires
• Wind-driven fires in coastal regions: 2017
Santa Olga, 6 dead, 1000 homes lost
• Unknown: more wind under climate
change?
• Amazonia: land clearing fires routine

• Modernizing fire management capacity
and techniques: Chile, Costa Rica (→) with
Canadian assistance
• Mutual Aid agreements with Mexico; 3
years in a row deployment to Canada

https://twitter.com/environmentca/status/1227344128612208640
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Sci & Tech

• NFDRS similar to Canada, focus on grass
and surface fires in taller pine forests
• Satellite, weather radar, airborne
monitoring of fires world-class
• Leaders in risk sciences as well

Adaptation

USA
Issue

• Western US seeing large increases in
burned area (both interior and coastal)
• Large increases in affluent housing
development in fire-prone areas
• Every month has active fire areas

• Unknowns: insurance (and reinsurance)
responses; zoning responses
• Simplified multi-agency response
• Simplifying fire response and
overlapping jurisdiction a challenge.
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Canada
Issue
Sci & Tech
Adaptation

• Large-scale home losses rather rare
• Evacuations and business interruption for
more common impacts.

• Nearly 100 years of science on when fires
occur, how large, how to best manage them
• 2 new satellites: fire monitoring; air quality
• Unknown: will more deciduous forest
regrow after large fires and dampen future
ones?

• Unknown: best strategy to optimize sharing
of resources in Canada when most
jurisdictions have fire loads.
• Routine but irregular nature of fire is hard
to adapt to BC: 2018 vs 2019
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Key messages
Globally, adaptation to new fire regimes is a mix of
social questions and scientific problem solving
Large, out of control fires can be mitigated, but fire
will continue to be responsibly used by humans and
ignited naturally
International co-operation via pre-existing resource
exchange agreements are integral for surge capacity
in firefighters, aircraft, and Incident Management
Teams
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Thank you
Questions?
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